Heithaus Begins Work as Editor of Biology Journal

By Chris Roter

Biology professor Ray Heithaus has begun work on the March, 1983 issue of Biotropica in his new position as Editor of the international journal. Heithaus was named Editor of the 15-year-old quarterly, published by the Association for Tropical Biology, on December 1.

"Biotropica is a journal that focuses on the evolution and ecology of tropical areas," Heithaus said. "It's currently looking for a new publisher for the journal, which has a circulation of 16,000. Biotropica was started for the members of the Association for Tropical Biology "to provide a focus for emphasizing the need for tropical research because habitats are being lost and destroyed rapidly," said Heithaus.

Heithaus replaces Michael Enskyn of George Mason University in Virginia as Editor and has named another Kenyon Biology professor, Jay Tashiro, Associate Editor of the Journal.

Regarding the Association's founding intention to bring to public

P.A. Purchase Postponed

By Jenny Russell

Does Kenyon need its new public address system this year? K.C. manager Brian Kearney, who is in charge of the present system, would vote yes emphatically, but the Social Board does not agree. Insufficient funds in the Board's budget do not allow for such a purchase at present.

According to Kearney, the present P.A. system is in bad shape with only two out of eight microphones working and two of four cabinets operating. The system, with only two functioning microphones, does not allow bands to have back-up setups, and sound quality is low. The Visiting Musicians program often overheads and must have a fan blowing all at times.

Kearney asserts that at the very least the system needs more low-power microphones, a power amplifier with a built-in fan and new cabinets. If the money returned by the Gambler Journal ($540) were to be used to update the P.A. system, Kearney estimates that he could purchase two new cabinets, horns for the top line cabinet, six microphones, a power amplifier with an on-board built-in fan, and six microphones.

However, Student Council Treasurer Mary Champions states that the $2400 will be allocated new semester under operating or capital expenditures. All the present capital equipment are low, have been distributed. Champions stated that the Social Board budget hearings in April will most likely fund for a new system.

Dean Adkins suggested that a poll be taken to ascertain the kind of system that is needed. Social Board wants to know whether it is to be used for parties or for bands. Once that is known, the Board can decide what type of system will be best.

Further, Adkins agreed that a new P.A. system is definitely needed, and a proposal has been made that a stipulation be put into next year's budget to buy a new system.
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By Lynn Truver

On December 9, Professor of Political Science Robert Horwitz was admitted to Knox Community Hospital East Mount Vernon, apparently having suffered a heart attack. As of Monday night, he was in guarded condition, said the hospital's evening supervisor.

According to Assistant Dean Elliott, Chair of the Political Science Department, Horwitz will take part in no more teaching this semester. "Since we have to run this week will determine the severity of Horwitz's attack and the prognosis for his number, and is trying to open it up to Mount Vernon as well as Gambler. GAG, though it isn't sure what the final result will be, is going to attempt to promote awareness and understanding of homosexuality at Kenyon, and will have a basically educational orientation. Said Daunig, "We don't seek to be public in any way, and we don't need money. All we need is a place to meet."
Is It the People or the Air?

There is a certain atmosphere at Kenyon College which seems to go against the idea of the concept of "liberal arts." There is no word for it, but it has been especially present in the often painful process of ridding the campus of smoke from the air.

It is in the air. When faculty members look upon the Colleger, they may feel as though they have large quantities of this air "in their" noses, and they would have such funny jokes as, to a new member recently interviewed: "How many micropores does the college have in the smoke problem?" Perhaps this is the very same sort of intangible character of the paper or journalistic quality, they might enlighten us over the telephone, rather than gripe and build an unfounded mistrust in the school paper's No. Call this semester.

Indeed, this same atmosphere is responsible for negative faculty reaction to proposals to admit students observers and a reporter to fact-finding tours of the town. Not only does the smoke offer the air for the inhalation pleasure of one Student Council member who vagrantly smokes the boxes of "new brand" of English cigarettes by Council minutes and weed of month than in the Colleger.

We hear up in the office that some faculty member or other explains that journalism is not offered at Kenyon because it is not a liberal art. Now there's a liberal stance. One gets the feeling that the label "liberal art" is being used to shut doors, not open them. In the name of "liberal arts," the College sends away some of its most diverse and successful faculty members, sometimes with considerations of personal conflicts. After last year's choices, it should be interesting to see who goes this year.

This atmosphere might actually be credited to "liberal arts" for the school's and some student's distorted version. Or is it just the people who make things happen?

After a semester of helping "make things happen," I am gladly taking a long and needed rest from this semester. — C.C.

Drunks Spoil Fun for Others

Some of the events of the past week reflect why some people may have a difficult time getting into the holiday spirit. During a time when everyone is supposed to be enjoying other place than work, the drinking problem in the American and the building itself. Several times during the evening, despite a sign spread among the back halfway of the KCC as "performance only," some overenthusiastic students insisted upon entering into the band storage room and playing the drums, as well as spilling beer on the cases of other instruments.

The situation would probably have not been that bad, except for the fact that the people involved were back more than once after they had been removed from the room. The second time they were asked to leave, the response "do anything "was "not at all." After being told that the beer that was left afterwards was not for sale, one student proceeded to take a broom from the KCC and throw it into the kitchen door where the kegs were located. When confronted, he denied that he wasn't doing anything wrong. He said that he was "sweeping the off of the floor for his shoe." He was "doing a N.C. State," he said, making sure that people wouldn't fall on the ice on and soil. After his speech about what a wonderful service he was doing, he proceeded to the other side of the room and almost fell over the fence near the building.

The computer system at Kenyon college has been compromised by at least one individual throughout the College and is still under attack.

Drunks Spoil Fun for Others

By Andrew Hugala

Bill Siders, director of administrative computing at Kenyon, recently contacted the building's desk at the terminal in his office, checking on answers to specific questions after a quick computer search.

According to Siders, the center is located in the basement of Philip Main. "It's currently being pressed to the limits of the equipment. The demand has been at a record level, and most of our computing time at Kenyon is such that the resources, we could easily double the time by May College in less than a year. Interest here has been exponential.
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 prevent parallel research on the same data to improve the accuracy of the findings. The UK government, for example, has implemented policies to reduce air pollution, and these efforts have led to significant improvements in air quality over time. However, it is important to note that air pollution remains a significant health issue in many parts of the world, and continued efforts are needed to address this problem.

Another interesting question is whether the findings can be generalized to other populations. It appears that the effects of air pollution on health are not fully understood and may vary depending on factors such as age, gender, and pre-existing health conditions. Further research is needed to explore these potential variations.

Finally, it is important to consider the broader implications of the findings for public policy. The results suggest that reducing air pollution could lead to substantial economic benefits by reducing healthcare costs and improving productivity. However, it is not clear whether the observed effects are causal, and further research is needed to establish the links between air pollution and health outcomes.

Overall, the research highlights the importance of addressing air pollution as a public health issue. The findings provide evidence to support the need for continued investments in research and policies aimed at reducing air pollution and improving health outcomes.
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Ted Kennedy's Withdrawal: Was Character an Issue?

By Amy Lepard

Two weeks ago Senator Edward Kennedy announced that he would not run for the 1980 Democratic presidential campaign. Senator Kennedy had a strong lead in the polls and politically he was in a good position to run. Yet the Senator claimed that for family reasons he would remain out of the coming election. Although in The Plain Dealer on Thursday, December 2nd it was reported that Senator Kennedy was advised that if the economy remained as bad as it is today, he probably would not win the election. Apparently felt that the strong staff including the addition of many former Kennedy supporters, his strong ties to the Carter Administration are likely to near his image and possibly leave the public away from him. John Glenn is the candidate, Independent candidate Rudolph Mandel will face. John Glenn, a Senator from Ohio, is more open to Senator Kennedy. Although aron for the Senate Kennedy will have a thorough scrutiny about his character, John Glenn is a former astronaut, has a perfect public image, the type the public will love.

Reagan showed no compassion for the Democratic Party and claimed that it was that his “problem.” Kennedy also showed a lot of compassion, perhaps, when his family was confronted, he was a Senator. The reason for the Democratic nomination is a former Vice-President Walter Mondale. While he has a strong staff including the addition of many former Kennedy supporters, his strong ties to the Carter Administration are likely to near his image. Senator Kennedy carries the name but does not carry the Kennedy image as clearly as his brothers had.

Peace Marching Is a Noble Cause

By Michael Cenarano

In Peter McFadden's article "Peace Marchers Ignore Important Edicts" the author only glance about in the text to catch here and there classify illogical assertions and conclusions rather than try to pick out all the false assumptions underlying his entire view of peace marchers, it seems more to a writer to blame the politician, his goals, or a few of the more absurd statements.

Mr. McFadden immediately writes that the peace marchers in New York's Central Park peace rally into summer "seem to think that peace is endangered more by weapons than by the attitude and beliefs of men and that may be reached through violent men." That statement should signify his basic misunderstanding of the movement.

Aside from ignoring the fact that the strategic purpose of defense of those weapons are good enough reasons to protest them, Mr. McFadden's important misidentification in that statement, there is an important danger in peace. The danger is that when peace can bring about a political power and that there have always been. That threat has been and continues to be real. Worn out, often in forums such as the U.S. However, that it hardly the way McFadden wants to. Else than that these “peace marchers” see the world, one of marches and everything under the sun. But it is simply to peace, but to life on earth. In defense of this view. Mr. McFadden's argument is fine one, and perhaps convincingly possible, but it is one that which no one in this world will ever remember. The “peace” which these marchers are trying to preserve is a non-sequitur that the people, struggle to win a real peace, if it is possible. Perhaps it is not, at any rate, it seems foolish to sit back on such slogans—yes, “Coordinated” have slogans too—as "when push comes to shove, it is not as bad as it seems" or "surrender one's life," (his expiratory philosophy), or to lay too biased misinterpretations of the Constitution.

Contrary to Mr. McFadden's stated opinion, peace activists are not afraid of honest people. In fact, the reason there are so many is because they feel that their lives can come to an end when it comes to prove in a world where war is a way of life. Without such sight into the future, one would have to assume that the "peace" that McFadden envisions is a fine one, and perhaps convincingly possible, but it is one in which no one in this world will ever remember.

Senators Oakes Alcohol Bd., Hears Bad Check Policy

By Lisa Nevell

The Senator unanimously passed an amendment to the Campus Government Constitution to create an Alcohol Program Board at its meeting on Wednesday, December 8.

The APB will be composed of seven senators (two members of the Student Council, two faculty members, two students, and one Resident Advisor), two faculty members invited to serve by the chair of the Senate, a staff member of the Health Service, a staff member of the House, and a Student Affairs Dean. The senator's term on the board will end with the Senate's term.

Senators will evaluate the APB near the end of the year and every successive two. Contingent on student approval, the board will continue until the next election.

Although Senate never officially decided when to institute the APB, Chair Alan Bachtold commented, "The idea is to have a well-thought through from the beginning. The policy may be ready by February." In this case the Board is still in its infancy, but its constitution as a full year for purposes of membership (the four months would

Holding Monument Hostage

Coped Reagan’s Actions

By Ernie Bond

About a week ago, a frustrated Walter McFadden was tired of being ignored. He wanted to get his point across, so he drove his car up to the White House, put on a microphone, and started shouting slogans. It was a great way to get attention, and it was also a great way to get into trouble.

Norman Mayer drove a truck up to the Washington Monument. This time, however, he was not shouting slogans, but instead was holding up a sign that said, "The President is a liar." Mayer was arrested, but he said he would do it again.

The situation ended with Mayer dead, shot by a sharpshooter, and the truck was found to be empty. It had been a stupid bluff.

Norman Mayer had been protesting the nuclear weapons threat for a long time—too long. So, he tried for one last gamble. Whether he thought his plan would really work or merely wanted to get attention for his cause, he obviously did not succeed. His attempt at holding the Monument hostage ended with his death. Moreover, although his cause did get a lot of publicity, it was, for the most part, ignored. It only gave the anti-nuclear movement a little more visibility.

I can sympathize with his fear of nuclear disaster. But I cannot condone his method of trying to make a point. Mayer's threat was a bluff; he was acting as a terrorist. It is sad to think that he was using a method that Reagan would hold in his hands. But, is this the way to make an impact? The situation caused the stockpiling of nuclear weapons and increasing the defense budget. The main difference being that while Mayer's threat was empty, the threat of nuclear destruction is all too real.

People are increasingly speaking out to halt the nuclear race, but many feel that their government is not listening. Mayer may have been a little crazy, but there are a lot of people who are also mad and scared about the nuclear buildup.
Foreign Students Happy in Their Choice
By Andrew K. Smith

Theodore Ter Haar was overcome by her first history lecture class. Amused by the pace of the discourse, the freshman from Arnhem, Holland, wrote most of her notes in Dutch. 

"They work the load out of you," said Ter Haar. "I would say the workload is 40-50 times more demanding here. There's just more to do. But the teachers are superb. They're very helpful." Balancing a schedule of physics, math, psychology and English, he says he has "just about enough" free time. 

For Ter Haar, the real adjustment was in getting used to the American way of life. While his school sends half its graduates to the U.S., he says, the atmosphere is different. "Back home people are reluctant to show emotions and feelings. They put up a front. Here everyone is so open. It took me a while to get used to it". 

"Ter Haar, however, wishes students would try to be more themselves. "Guys here are always trying to act cool," she says.

"Kwok and Ter Haar are in agreement about the friendliness of Americans. "It's incredible," says Ter Haar, "everyone you pass on the street will say hello." Although both come from densely populated areas, they enjoy the isolated, small college setting. Says Ter Haar, "In Holland there is no teaching assistant at the universities because everyone lives on their own. Here you get to know a lot of people well. I think being exposed to different attitudes will make me a better person." 

Kwok chose Kenyon over some American universities because he "didn't want to be a number". He believes the college's "strictness is a good and a bad thing". 

"He's got to make sure he doesn't get thrown out. He's a public school student and a little worried about a private school. He's maturing!" 

Kwok chose Kenyon over some American universities because he "didn't want to be a number". He believes the college's "rigidness is a good and a bad thing". He's worried about a private school. He's maturing! 

By Andrew K. Smith
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The Chamber Singers sang two selections of carsols from the choir loft on the east side of the chapel. Most of these are traditional in Europe, while not as widely known in the United States. "O Little Town of Bethlehem," "Silent Night," and "The First Noel," were sung by the second group of anthems, "Joy To The World," respectively.

The entire service was a celebration of the Christmas season, an uplifting evening in the middle of everyone's semester-end work.

**Lords Dominate**

continued from page six

Lords were picked, since although they finished second their time was excellent. The team came back in the 100 free to take 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. The Lady Lady also finished 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in the 100-yard breaststroke, with "The Professional" finishing in 112.4, her fastest time all season, good enough to qualify for NCAAs. In the 200 fly, the Ladies were led by Maria Pirvazza with her best time this season; Laura Davis finished 2nd while Chris Hargie finished 3rd. The Ladies also took 1st, 2nd, and 3rd in the 50-yard freestyle, the 200-yard breaststroke and the 500-yard freestyle. Birney took the 200-yard back stroke with her best-ever season time of 2:23.52. In the 200 IM, the Professional once again proved the back flip is better than the front flip when she showed Dinn her how to really swim breast stroke. Devi Kovache and Sharon Candy both performed well, with 3rd and 4th place finishes, respectively, on the 1-Meter board. Kovache moved up to 2nd place on the 3-Meter board. Although at times the Ladies had to struggle to beat the girls, in the end we all learned who was really top - not the DU. The final score of the meet was Kenyon 85, Denison 65.

And yet the Ladies were not finished for the night; once again a fresh squad arrived to sweep Ohio Northern. The new squad was led by some great swims, with 1st place finishes in every event. "Animal" Honoun showed her D-woman's wit with wins in the 100 and 200 freestyle and the 200 fly. The mono-kid Schwenderman sprinted to 1st place finishes in the 50 and 200-yard breast stroke, easily winning both. Kristen Parker took both 1-M events with her best times this season. Ackerman won a 50.38 for the 400 fly - "hey that Mary Beth can swim pretty fast butterfly." The women won seven, 74.

Overall the Ladies are psyched. Best times ever for a pre-Florida season and more yardage than ever behind them-probably more yardage than ever still to come. The Ladies will be back in mid-January tanned, blonde, and fast, so watch for them after break. They should be impressive.

The music department made a major effort to cure this problem on Sunday night, in the Church of the Holy Spirit. The Chamber Singers, led by Daniel Robinson, were in communion with the Rev. Lincoln Slik, presented "An Advent Cantata: Anthems and Lessons." The service included not only the choir's beautiful performances, but also traditional carsols which the congregation warmly sang in return, and lesser known by their members which told the story of Christ's birth.

The Choir descended to the altar to sing the final piece, Benjamin Britten's "singing." The cantata of carsols, the text of these carsols comes primarily from Old English books. Britten's orchestration however ranges from Gregorian style, to romantic, to contemporary arrangements with stark melodies and complex rhythms and harmony. Jean Norton accompanied the choir on harp for the Ceremony and she also played one solo passage of haunting varied tunes and rhythms. The voices by talented Lyn Crozer, soprano, one of the pick in the gospel soloists were Meg Zeller, mezzo-soprano, and Michael Goree, baritone.

The Chamber Singers were difficult to follow, but the congregation joined in. "O Little Town of Bethlehem, "Silent Night," and the "Adeste Fideles." The choir was led by Kristin West, who is an0 high school student who, despite all his talk, managed to keep up with the choir and win the war of words.

Clair and his friend Ricky, both well by Benjamin Currier, were perfect fits for one another. Ricky is a brazen, self-assured young man who loves women and believes in having some story behind his relationship with women. Both are in pursuit of a "girl," but with entirely different methods. Clar tries a more emotional approach, while Ricky puts on a wild story which has a moral point.

All this is done in pursuit of Chlor's prized, "The Girl 10," handled very well by Ingrid Goff. She played a beautiful, self-assured and very sexy young woman. She also showed a rather gentle side in her dealings with Clair, and a break in the self-assurance when the wonder why men always insist that they had to "take charge" on her.

Her less beautiful, but stringly more together friend, Brenda was also well-played by Anne Kaplan. She came with Cheryl on a Cap Cop weekend to help her sort out whether or not to marry someone. Brenda was upset with the two "creeps" pursued her friend with the tact of a ton of bricks. Mr. Kaplan did an excellent job in playing a serious young woman who put a higher value on a relationship and hated the idea of a one night stand with a total stranger.

Credit should also go to the director, John Shariat, who was ably assisted by Hans Tiedemann, the producer, Lisa Dish; the art and lighting designs by Christopher du Crois and Scott Fiord and the other technical crews. All in all, with the four fine performances and the technical work, "Heavenly" proved to be a very good show. Merry Christmas Kid, and Happy Anniverary!!!

---
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Swimmin’ Women Hit Their Stride

By Amy Lipard

Over the past week the women’s swim team completed their pre-Florida dual meet season with style. With a tough schedule of two meets on both Wednesday and Saturday the women faced very well.

On Wednesday, half got psyched to swim Muskingum. While it was expected that the meet would be close, the Ladies decided otherwise and ran away with the first event. The medley relay of Helen Beshoff, M.B. Atkinson, Sheryl Michaux, and the “wheels” Batchelder proved themselves with three best time splits and a winning time of 2:05.8. It was a tough relay, obviously previously inspired with maybe just a little fear from Coach Jim Sten. The team continued to swim well; Schwerin the “mono kid” swam 10 lengths of the pool without stopping and, not only that, placed second behind Rose Brindlinger with a great time. Other great swimmers that afternoon were turned in by Linda Brittleton in the back stroke, Michaux in the breast stroke, and Irish ("the animal") Homaas in the 500 freestyle, Kenyon won the meet with a score of 84-46. But that was not all the entertainment for the day. At 7:00 a fresh team of Lady “movers came down to the ARC to swim Oberlin. Once again the Ladies started the meet well with an awesome 200 medley relay of Brina, Rentsch, Turner, and Sarver, the Leop snip and the Lumpy Plus. The Ladies finished at least two swimmers in the top three places of every event. Razz outdistanced herself in the sprint events, the 50 back. Claire Howard proved her versatility by finishing third in the 200 free. Nadia earned her name of “The Professional” once again, winning three events, the 100 and 200 free and the 200 IM. Mary Ellen Konarz placed second in both the 1-Meter and 3-Meter diving. The Ladies finished the meet with an excellent 200-yard freestyle relay of Howard, Aeger, Credal, and Leslie (she was hurt). The final score of the meet reflected the Ladies’ swims and antics: Kenyon 122, Oberlin 45.

Saturday after the Ladies had warmed up the pool by easily swallowing the DU the Ladies took their place. Again the team was split due to a meet against Ohio Northern. University later that night. While the Denison girls won the medley the Ladies proved themselves tough with a time of 1:57.6. The relay was led by Beth Birtin, then Nadine Nell, Anne Vance, and Ann Batchelder. The continued on page five.

Lords Shatter Denison’s Upset Hopes

By Alex Vehlyspak

Time magazine called it “the most important meet in the history of NCAA swimming.” Sports Illustrated heralded it as “the greatest challenge ever to face Kenyon athletes.” Jimmy the Greek predicted “possibly the greatest upset of all time.” Rex Reed believed the meet would be "brilliant...will keep you glued to your seat until the last relay.” The subject of all the media and media hype, of course, was the unprecedented annual clash between the Kenyon and Denison swim teams, held last Saturday in the Ken Center.

Contrary to the pre-meet speculation, however, Jim Stern’s Lords wanted the Big Red from Denison. Kenyon was totally awesome, as Denison won a single event for. The first event: the 400-yard medley relay — proved to be the ultimate feat to (30) swimmers (who actually thought they could win the meet), as the Lords swept first through third place. The Lords finished the meet the same way, sweeping the 400-yard free relay, and they won every individual event in between.

The following “mav” have qualified for Nationals: Nadine Neil (50, 100, and 200 breast); Chris Sheld (100 and 200 free); Jim Buro (50 and 100 free); Karel Starak (200 back); John Robrock (200 breast); and Peter Loomis (200 breast).
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